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Survey research conducted on behalf of a City of Los Angeles Parks and Recreational Parcel Tax measurei shows 
the measure has the opportunity to pass in November— with a strong and sustained campaign. 

• Support for the measure surpasses the two-thirds threshold needed for passage after voters hear 
communications on its behalf—showing that the measure is positioned to succeed when voters learn more 
about it. Initially, 61 percent of voter support the measure based on hearing the ballot language alone. 
Support increases eight points to 69 percent after hearing potential messages. Moreover, after hearing 
messages, the proportion now “definitely” voting Yes increases from 33 percent to 41 percent—showing the 
messages increase support but also buoy it (See Figure 1 below). 
  

FIGURE 1: FIRST VOTE AND POST-MESSAGES VOTE 

 

 
• After the messages, the measure makes gains with virtually every demographic group tested, including 

younger voters, voters of color, and renters—all subgroups expected to turn out in higher proportions than 
in past elections, due to the first-ever even-year Los Angeles City Mayoral election, as well as various state 
and local ballot measures that are likely to drive up progressive voter turnout.    
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• The strongest messages on behalf of the measure focus on the parcel tax providing funding to help keep 
kids safe and out of trouble, repair and upgrade badly deteriorated parks and recreation facilities, improve 
water conservation at parks and protect natural water sources, and address homelessness in parks. Appeals 
focused on these themes lead between 70 percent and 75 percent of voters to be more inclined to support 
the measure.  
 

• Support for the measure reflects the high proportion—nearly three out of four voters—who already 
understand there is a need for additional funds for the City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and 
Parks (72%) or for neighborhood parks and recreational programs and services more specifically (74%). This 
is a positive indicator for the measure given that support for a funding measure is usually correlated with 
perception of need for the funding it seeks. 

 

These are all positive indicators of the measure’s viability.  

Passing the measure will require a well-funded, strong and sustained campaign that is able to break through 
the crowded communications environment this fall.    

  

 
i Survey methodology: From July 27 to August 5, 2022, FM3 conducted a dual-mode survey (conducted online and by landline 
and cellular phones) among 820 City of Los Angeles likely November 2022 voters. The survey has a margin of error of +/- 3.5% 
at the 95% confidence level. The survey was conducted in English and Spanish. 


